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APPROVED INSTALLERS

PREMIUM VEHICLE ACCESSORIES



FLUSH WINDOW
Featuring an all glass trim that gives 
the canopy a snazzy modern look.

LIFT UP WINDOW
The essential window for tradesman, 
giving complete access to the tray of 
the vehicle.

SLIDING WINDOW
Ideal for dog owners who require 
ventilation and the casual user who 
needs a secure space.

SECURITY WINDOW 
The perfect window option for 
accessibility and security using a 
solid fibreglass cut out.

MAKING KIWI CANOPIES 
FOR OVER 30 YEARS
On the cutting edge of canopy design, Crown 
Canopies are engineered from a fibreglass shell to 
provide greater strength and durability than a plastic 
canopy. Painted with eco friendly water based paint 
the Crown Canopy has a glossy, flawless finish to 
complement the vehicle.

Available for double, extra or single cab variants with 
the choice of window option tailored to requirement. 
Handbuilt from a single fibreglass shell, the Crown 
Canopy is a strong, impact-resistant extension of the 
vehicle that provides protected storage space for 
tools, gear and supplies.



QUANTUM SIDE STEPS

FEATURES
Built from aluminium and anodised black for style and protection.

These euro style running boards are the ideal accessory to add a black 
accent to a vehicle. Featuring black anodised step treads and custom 
end caps they provide effortless entry to the vehicle, convenient access 
to the roof and lower body protection from mud and stones.

BOTT DRAWERS AND SHELVING

FEATURES
Drawers dynamically rated to 100kgs each.

Built from steel and wrapped in automotive carpet, the dual drawers 
extend effortlessly along a rolling track, providing two heavy duty and 
lockable storage spaces, capable of holding 100kgs each. When fitting a 
canopy, two steel shelves can be installed.

BED SLIDE TRAY

FEATURES
Additional storage and tie down accessories.

The Bed Slide is the perfect solution to accessing the ute bed and 
sliding everything out from under a canopy, tonneau cover or hard lid. 
Holding 450kgs evenly distributed, simply grab the handle and pull, and 
the Bed Slide rolls everything out.



USE MORE OF YOUR VEHICLE 
See your nearest branch or visit fullyequipped.co.nz to 

view the complete range of Fully Equipped products.

0800 111 000
fullyequipped.co.nz

For trade vehicle users who demand versatility, Fully 

Equipped is the aftermarket accessory supplier that 

provides dedicated service and access to a diverse 

range of world-class accessories.

Born and raised in New Zealand Fully Equipped has 

designed and built the Crown Canopy and Tuf Dek 

liner for over thirty years.  What Fully Equipped don’t 

manufacture, they source from world-leading brands 

such as BedRug, Defender, ECB, EGR, TJM, and XL.

Hamilton | Auckland | Wellington
Christchurch | Dunedin


